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Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy



1998 C7 ‘complete’ – 6 years post injury

Hyperbaric Oxygen is breathing 100 per cent oxygen at 

pressures greater than normal. HBOT increases dissolved 

oxygen into the into the damaged regions of the body. HBO 

increases blood plasma by 10-15 fold (1000-1500 per 

cent). The normal blood plasma carry only 1-2 per cent 

oxygen with red blood cells carrying approximately 98 per cent 

oxygen. 

“Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy creates a ‘fertile neurovascular 

platform’ for emerging stem cell, immunotherapies and 

nanotechnology techniques. The impact and success of these 

and future procedures are dependent on the integrity of the 

underlying supporting neurovascular bed.” (Hooper 2005). 

HBO acts as a 'catalyst' promoting immune modulation. HBO 

results in increased blood flow by fostering the formation of 

existing and new capillary dynamics (neovascularization) 

activating damaged and dormant nerve cells (penumbra 

state). HBO accelerates neuroplasticity.



Case Study – T4 complete

Young Isabel has never walked. 

At 8-months age Isabel, was operated on for a benign tumour resulting in her becoming a ‘T4 complete paraplegic’.



Syringomyelia, cord atrophy

MRI 13-03-07:

- “Comparison is made with the last examination dated 10-10-05. Again,
demonstrating the enhancing intraspinal lesion posteriorly in the spinal canal
at the level of T4-T6.

- It is again seen to measure 2.8cm cranio caudal and 1cm AP. The T2
imaging again shows cord atrophy with hydromyelia from T1 to at least the
inferior border of the lesion”.



Channel 7 News  - OXYMED YouTube

https://youtu.be/f6ICtNzU6gM https://youtu.be/ZfzWSKIKcvM

https://youtu.be/f6ICtNzU6gM
https://youtu.be/ZfzWSKIKcvM
https://youtu.be/f6ICtNzU6gM
https://youtu.be/ZfzWSKIKcvM


Case Study – T12 Spinal Cord Injury

Kyle was told he would “never walk again”. 

Kyle is walking limited distance with the assistance of calipers.

https://youtu.be/tml5KjZEBp0?t=5

https://youtu.be/tml5KjZEBp0?t=5
https://youtu.be/tml5KjZEBp0?t=5


Case Study – Stroke Victim

Marco - massive arteriovenous malformation (AVM).

https://youtu.be/OMqty6COs8E?t=39

https://youtu.be/OMqty6COs8E?t=39
https://youtu.be/OMqty6COs8E?t=39


Case Study – Drowning Victim

Young Chloe – near drowning victim. 

https://youtu.be/3XCL1mocf1c

https://youtu.be/3XCL1mocf1c
https://youtu.be/3XCL1mocf1c


Adult Cerebral Palsy

https://youtu.be/vOZcfL8KRAk

https://youtu.be/vOZcfL8KRAk
https://youtu.be/vOZcfL8KRAk


OXYGENE - The Power Within

https://youtu.be/7Pc2RH5ErmE


Neurovascular Penumbra



HBOT & Stroke



Hyperbaric Oxygen Stroke



HBOT Mechanisms



Hyperbaric Oxygen TBI



Hyperbaric Oxygen TBI



Hyperbaric Oxygen - Chronic PTSD & Suicide Ideation

- A pilot case control study of veterans of the US armed forces with mild traumatic brain injury (TBI) or persistent post-

concussion syndrome (PPCS), with or without post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), has found significant improvements 

in persistent post-concussion syndrome and PTSD symptoms, neurological exam, memory, intelligence quotient, 

attention, cognition, depression, anxiety, quality of life, and brain blood flow following hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT). 

- Compared to controls, the patients’ brain scans were significantly abnormal before treatment and became statistically 

indistinguishable from controls in 75% of abnormal areas after treatment.



Hyperbaric Oxygen impacts the Cellular landscape 

- Hyperbaric Oxygen is breathing 100 per cent oxygen at pressures greater than Approximately 20 to 30 percent 
of the body's consumption of Oxygen occurs within three to five per cent of the body mass  the brain and spinal 
cord. These structures are extremely sensitive to Oxygen deficiency and the use of HBO.  

- Penumbra: in chronic injuries, the microenvironment is in a constant smoldering “cytokine storm” state. Pro-
inflammatory cytokines are important in mobilizing the reparative and regenerative responses when ‘attacked’, 
but chronic over-expression leads to immune confusion and autoimmune degradation. 

- Over-expressions of pro-inflammatory cytokines can affect synaptic strength and synaptic plasticity, and excess 
contributes to maladaptive plasticity and chronic pain syndromes.  



Hyperbaric Oxygen Epigenetic Therapy 

HBOT effects Traumatic Brain Injury: Oxygen, Pressure & Gene Therapy (Harch 2015)

- During hyperbaric therapy - physicians are playing a symphony with patients’ gene expression, the music of which is 

determined by the various pressures and amounts of hyperoxia to which the patient is exposed.

- Tissue growth requires replication of DNA. The oxygen component of HBOT is a DNA signaling agent. 

- A single HBOT, at the pressure used for diabetic foot wounds and radiation wounds up or downregulated the expression of 

8,101 (nearly 50%) of the known 19-20,000 protein-coding genes in the human genome.  

- Further work showed clusters of neuronal genes are affected by ‘different pressures’ and ‘different amounts of hyperoxia’. 

- Upregulated genes are primarily growth and repair hormones and anti-inflammatory genes.

- Downregulated genes are the pro-inflammatory and apoptotic genes.   

- HBO 'expands the therapeutic window’ reducing continuing neurovascular deterioration. HBO upregulates the patient's 

own target specific Stem Cells with an 8-fold or 800 percent increase in circulating CD34+.  

- HBO enhances Mitochondrial respiration.   

- HBO proliferates Granulocyte Macrophage Colony Stimulating Factor (GM-CSF), Interleukin-3 (IL3), Interleukin-4 (IL4), 

Interleukin-10 (IL10), Interleukin-13 (IL13), Interleukin-21 (IL21), Brain Derived Neural Growth Factors (BDNF, GDNF), 

Vascular Growth Factors (VEGF), TGFβ1 Signalling, IGF1.  

- HBO reduces Telomere degeneration.  

- HBO down regulates toxic intra and extra cellular inflammatory Cytokines (IL1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 17), Tumour Necrosis Factor 

Alpha (TNFα), GlycA, S100B.  

- HBO inhibits opportunistic infections (MRSA, viral, bacterial, parasitic), cell sepsis and more.  



Stem Cell Mobilization (2005)



Hyperbaric Oxygen Neuroprotection 



Do wheel chairs inhibit recovery?

National Neurotrauma Society Symposium in Orlando, Florida

NewScientist Aug 2008 - INJURED rats strapped to tiny "wheelchairs" that restrict their movements recovered less limb
function and coordination than those left to fend for themselves. This might mean that people with a spinal cord injury would
recover better if they were encouraged to use their limbs sooner after injury and relied less on wheelchairs.



Do wheel chairs inhibit recovery?



Maladaptive Neuroplasticity



Activity Based Neurorehabilitation



Periventricular Leukomalacia



Hypoxic Ischemic Encephalopathy



Spinal Cord Injury Exoskeleton Neural Priming



Old Model – Living & coping with disability



New Model – Functional Neuroplasticity

OLD REHABILITATION MODEL  - “Living and coping with disability”

BODY WEIGHT SUPPORT TREADMILL TRAINING

- Two or more physical therapists manually move the patient’s legs in a walking pattern. 
However, the labour-intensive, strenuous nature and variability of the manual method can limit 
the frequency, quality and duration of the therapy.

ROBOTIC EXOSKELETON ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGIES

- The patient is suspended in a harness over a treadmill and the exoskeleton frame of the robot, 
attached to the outside of the legs, moves the legs in a natural walking pattern. 

- Neuroplasticity mechanisms work on the basis that by controlling the repetitive walking 
pattern we can help the brain and spinal cord work together to re-route signals that were 
interrupted by injury or illness. 

- Robotics assisted walking helps to strengthen muscles and improve circulation.

- The robotic device does the heavy work - pattern and pace are consistent and the exercise 
can be sustained over longer training time. 

- Typically patients undertake 3-5 sessions per week for 30-60 minutes durations over 8-12 
weeks initially.



Robotic Exoskeleton Assisted Walking



Functional ‘Activity based’ Neuroplasticity



NeuroRecovery Gymnasiums



Whole Body Vibration



Cerebral Palsy: Joint position, balance, joint sense



Bone density, muscle mass



Stroke – sitting, balance, trunk control



Contracture, spasticity - reduction of Satellite Cells

Children with cerebral palsy suffer impaired muscular growth and contractures.

Satellite cells are muscle stem cells critical for post-natal growth, regeneration and repair of skeletal muscles.

Conclusion:

- Loss of satellite stem cells results in increase in collagen deposition causing muscle stiffness - a result of non-
use.

- Children with spastic CP have a reduced number of satellite stem cells. 

- Reduced satellite stem cells results in impaired muscle growth and a decreased responsiveness of CP muscle 
to exercise.



HBOT increases satellite cell differentiation

Abstract:

- The use of hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) treatments by elite athletes to accelerate recovery from muscle injuries 
has become increasingly popular. 

- Study: Rats were placed in an animal chamber with 100% oxygen under 2.5 atmospheres absolute for 2 
h/day, 5 days/wk. for 2 wk. 

Results:

- The cross-sectional areas and maximum force-producing capacity of the regenerating muscle fibers were 
increased by HBO treatment after injury. 

- The mRNA expression of MyoD, myogenin, and IGF-1 increased significantly in the HBO group at 3 and 5 
days after injury. The number of Pax7(+)/MyoD(+), Pax7(-)/MyoD(+), and Pax7(+)/BrdU(+) positive nuclei was 
increased by HBO treatment. 

Conclusion:

- HBO treatment accelerated satellite cell proliferation and myofiber maturation in rat muscle. 

- HBO treatment accelerates healing and functional recovery after muscle injury.



SPECT Hypoperfusion Cerebral Palsy

11 CP patients were enrolled in this study, of which 4 patients underwent oxygen therapy.

Before oxygen therapy and at the end of 40 sessions of oxygen treatment, SPECT was performed, and the results 
were compared.

RESULTS:

- 11 CP patients; 7 females and 4 males age range of 5-27 years. 

- SPECT studies - all the patients showed perfusion impairments. 

- The region most significantly involved was frontal lobe (54.54%), followed by temporal lobe (27.27%), occipital 
lobe (18.18%), visual cortex (18.18%), basal ganglia (9.09%), parietal lobe (9.09%), and the cerebellum 
(9.09%). 

- Frontal-lobe hypoperfusion was seen in all types of cerebral palsy. 

CONCLUSION:

- Study demonstrated decreased cerebral perfusion in CP patients. 

- Two out of 4 patients (2 males and 2 females) who underwent oxygen therapy revealed brain perfusion 
improvement. HBOT improved cerebral perfusion. 

- Larger study is required to strengthen a link this approach may have some value.



LOKOMAT - Australian experience



Acquired Gait Dysfunction



Matching the patient



LOKOMAT Settings 



Patient challenge programs



Tracking



Practise makes perfect



Work with your patient



As opposed to working against your patient



NeuroRecovery Gymnasiums



Neuroplasticity recruitment with purpose



Hard work is required by therapist and patient



Activity Based Rehabilitation

THREE KEY PRINCIPLES OF MOTOR LEARNING

- Practice - more functional learning will occur with more accurate practice. 

- Specificity - the best way to improve performance of a motor task is to execute that specific motor task 
repeated many times.

- Effort - individuals need to maintain a high degree of focus, participation and involvement to facilitate motor 
learning – not watching “days of our lives” and taking another ‘generic’ tablet.

These principles are critical to promoting activity-dependent plasticity – altering the excitation patterns of neural 
pathways by activating those pathways. Plasticity occurs in neural pathways that are both active and inactive



Activity stimulates plasticity, neurogenesis

- The field of neurorehabilitation is changing. After years of evidence the old, deep rooted 
rehabilitative principles of compensation and adaptation are slowly starting to change. 

- The adult injured central nervous system is capable of reorganization allowing for significant 
improvement following injury. 

- Reorganization and plasticity occurs: cortical, subcortical, spinal cord, and in the peripheral 
nervous system. 

- The repair process is referred to as synaptic plasticity and occurs in pre-existing connections 
(peripheral and central) resulting in sprouting and formation of new connections.

- “Neuroplasticity” refers to the remyelination and new cell birth correcting, restoring, and replacing 
the damaged nerve cells. 

- Neurogenesis reported in adult brain: hippocampus and olfactory system.

- Physical activity stimulates neurogenesis - proliferation of neuronal stem cells. 

- Activity reverses decline in neurogenesis associated with aging. 

- Exercise activates neighbouring axons and proliferates precursor cells.



Neural Plasticity occurs through life

NEURONAL PLASTICITY OCCURS THROUGHOUT LIFE

- neurogenesis, synaptic-dependent activity and the reorganization of neuronal networks.

- The hippocampus dentate gyrus is a ‘highly plastic region’ able to generate new neurons, and can double or triple in 
size after physical exercise.

- Physical exercise induces hippocampal plasticity – neurogenesis, cell proliferation and dendritic branching.

- Brain Derived Neurotrophic Factor (BDNF) is one of the major modulators of the CNS and brain plasticity. In 1995, 
Neeper et al. demonstrated that physical exercise enhanced BDNF gene expression in the hippocampus.

NEUROTROPHIC FACTORS UP-REGULATED BY PHYSICAL EXERCISE

- Nerve Growth Factor (NGF), Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF), Fibroblast Growth Factor 2 (FGF-2), BDNF 
and Insulin Growth Factors (IGFs).

- Insulin Growth Factor (IgF1) - promotes growth, differentiation and cellular survival. Is upregulated in the 
hippocampus. Has neurotrophic effects in the CNS and involved in differentiation, proliferation, synaptic plasticity and 
neurogenesis. IgF1 is increased in neurogenesis & cognitive function.

- Physical exercise and task specific activity requiring hippocampus-dependent memory expressed higher circulating 
levels of IgF1 and BDNF in the hippocampus, cerebellum and spinal cord. 



Angiogenesis, learning & memory

- Physical exercise, similarly to injury, is a compelling stimulant of new vessels (angiogenesis) and endothelial cell 

proliferation - VEGF.

- Neurogenesis and plasticity appear to be mediated by IGF-1, BDNF and VEGF. 

- Resistance training and aerobic exercise upregulates IGF-1, BDNF and VEGF in the hippocampus and 

peripheral circulation. 

- Using arterial spin labeling MRI in humans, an increase in the was verified in elderly individuals exposed to 4 

months of aerobic exercise. cortical hippocampal flow.

- Cerebral blood volume (CBV) in the DG was also increased in young subjects after 3 months of aerobic 

training. 

- Cognitive improvements were also associated with aerobic training and increased cerebral blood volume. 

- Physical conditioning increased the number of small blood vessels in elderly individuals indicating 

angiogenesis. 

- In contrast sedentary individuals displayed increased numbers of vessel tortuosity in both brain hemispheres.



Robotic resistance vs Over ground walking

- Journal Rehabilitation Research & Development 2015: Almost half of all people with incomplete spinal 
cord injury (SCI) have some voluntary motor function below the level of injury. People with motor-
incomplete SCI can recover basic walking with intensive, task-specific gait training. 

- ‘Scientific evidence suggests’ that ‘BWSTT is not better than overground gait training’ in SCI or other 
neurologic disorders. [There was debate as to whether the overground training used in this clinical 
trial was reflective of a realistic ‘conventional therapy’ ie BWSTT vs living with disability.]

- The results were consistent – intensive practice and task-oriented gait retraining (whether it is 
provided by BWSTT or overground practice) can result in improved walking outcomes. 

- A major shift and focus is now on the potential efficacy of Robotic-applied resistance (Robotic-R)
training on functional ambulation, overground walking with chronic m-iSCI and other neurologic 
disorders.



Resistance & “Noise”

- Task-specific locomotor training adopting alterations in the movement can mediate ‘feedback-
error learning’. 

- Feedback-error learning during walking can be used to elicit locomotor adaptations.

- Short-term adaptation to robot-applied resistance against hip flexion demonstrates a longer 
stride length that persists overground immediately after walking against resistance.

- Diminished hip, knee and ankle flexion observed during swing phase, compromising foot 
clearance height – toe stabbing.

- Improvements in overground walking speed and distance but also in skilled walking tasks, 
obstacle crossing and stair climbing, as well as the kinematic quality of the gait pattern.

- Variability during practice is seen as a key feature for facilitating learning - repeated (and 
varied) opportunities to experience errors and solve motor problems.

- Variability or ‘noise’ during training helps to reinforce convergent synaptic connections from 
central and sensory inputs to the locomotor circuitry. (Learning not to fall).

- Robotic applied ‘resistance’ would also have required greater engagement during training to 
avoid toe drag and stumbling. 

- Greater cognitive engagement during training elicited greater involvement of cortical regions 
associated with gait adjustments of motor output during swing. 

- Indeed, it has been shown that corticospinal excitability is tuned according to the level of 
cognitive engagement during gait training and resistance.



Robotic accuracy & repetition 

GAIT REHABILITATION ROBOTS, WHICH ARE PRECISE

- Swing-phase deviations are related to quadriceps spasticity, hip flexion weakness, ankle dorsiflexion 
weakness or spasticity, hamstring contracture, spasticity and quadriceps weakness, which will lead 
to inadequate knee joint flexion and extension as well as excessive knee joint flexion and extension. 

- Clinical evidence shows that task-oriented repetitive intensive movement swing-phase training 
improved walking speeds, endurance and performance on functional tasks for individuals with 
neurologic gait disability.

- Gait rehabilitation robots, which are precise, rehabilitation effectiveness with high accuracy, could 
yield better training outcomes than traditional physiotherapists. 

- Optimal control strategy should comprise task-specificity, repeatability, intensity and optimal 
physical and mental engagement.  

- Robotic swing-assistance task-specific, intensive and non-fatigue training, can improve the 
locomotion ability of the incomplete SCI patient and other neurologic gait dysfunction.



Robotic Neurologic Assistance 



Optimal rehabilitation 

Optimal rehabilitation should involve :

- Robotic assisted devices combined with overground walking

- Active (patient) participation and engagement

- Training involving many repetitions, but continues to challenge the skill

- Resistance training

- Feedback error learning – changing and challenging environment

- Motivation and reward

- Intensive training and practice over a long time

- Combination training - overground training activities

- “Learn to walk by learning not to fall”



Robotic VR



Soft Robotic Exosuits



‘Wearable’ Exoskeletons 



Passive Assistive Exoskeletons  - Ambulatory



Passive Assistive Exoskeletons 



“Variable Assist” Exoskeletons  - Functional

- Today and emerging - new powered gait orthosis featuring programmable “variable assist” movements in the 
hip and knee joints enabling independent training and neurorehabilitation in a clinical environment and at 
home. 



Adaptive Exoskeletons 



Industrial Exosuits



Wearable Exosuits



Workplace Exoskeltons



Wearable Exosuits



Military Exoskeletons



Military Lite Exoskeletons



Sport Suits



Skiing, Snow Boarding



Lifestyle and Leisure



Tesla Exosuits



Tesla Interface Exosuits



Fully Interfaced Exosuits



Tesla Rehabilitation



Teslasuit



Exo-Panda, Shenyang, China



Thankyou

"The purpose of my life is to be 'complete', to live in God's Grace 

and Blessing, to lift the 'Spirit of Humanity' for myself and others.

I am passionate with the vision that people of all nations will gain the 

opportunity to access the abundant benefits of Oxygenation – the 

cornerstone of HealthCare in the modern era". Malcolm R. Hooper


